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Abstract 

The amount of non-invested capital in the private equity industry or “dry powder” has raised 

numerous concerns from public opinion. To obtain insight about the drivers of the dry powder 

development, we model the investment behavior of a fund sponsor as a function of their expected 

fees, the latter being a function of their expected returns as well as their profit-sharing agreement 

with limited partners (LP).  Our empirical analysis is performed on 383 funds sponsoring 1,011 US 

LBO deals over the period 1980 – 2019. We first show that, consistently with the model, the fund 

management fees, the change in the fee basis computation towards the end of the investment period 

and the general partner’s (GP) expected return based on their track record and experience have a 

significant impact on the dry powder of the fund. Small funds, funds with low management fees or 

GP with a weak track record are more likely to have an abnormal level of dry powder at the end of 

the investing period. This situation leads to agency costs as we give evidence of the loss in 

performance for funds with abnormal dry powder at the end of the investing period. We find that 

high levels of dry powder lead to investment distortions where GPs  focus more on maximizing 

their fees rather than maximizing the value for LPs. Deals undertaken at the end of the investing 

period by funds with a large volume of dry powder are under-leveraged, are larger and performed 

with less syndication to maximize the equity spent. They also present a significant lower cash on 

cash return. Key words: Dry powder, agency costs, private equity, LBO, investment distortions
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Introduction 

Net asset value in private equity funds has grown by more than sevenfold in the last decade to reach 

4.5tn end of December 2019 (McKinsey Global Private Markets Review 2019, Preqin, 2020). 

About $1.5tn, has been raised but have not yet been invested (Preqin, 20201). This “dry powder” 

(unused or unspent capital) has raised numerous concerns in the financial press and in academia. 

Both pointed out adverse consequences on the performance of private equity investments and on 

the direct (fees) and indirect (opportunity) costs charged to investors. In 2012, the Wall Street 

Journal wrote that “unused capital, known as ‘dry powder,’ […] could give some managers an 

incentive to scramble and spend money before it expires.” (September 26, 2012, p. 32). Braun and 

Stoff (2016) show that the private equity investments have become more costly to limited partners 

(LPs) due to fees charged on a higher volume of unused capital.  Although the amount of dry 

powder relative to the asset under management has stayed relatively constant over time (i.e. one 

third of asset under management), public opinion argues that “private equity firms now have far 

more money than they know what to do with” (FT, April 12, 2019)2	and that a “bubble is about to 

burst”. There is an urgent need for understanding the determinants of the dry powder and its effects 

on investment decisions of private equity funds. These two issues are at the core of this paper.  

Our first claim refers to the impact of the general partner (GP)’s personal objective to maximize 

fee collection on the levels of dry powder. In a typical private equity fund, GPs collect money from 

LPs in order to acquire majority stakes in companies during the investment period (usually 5 years 

after the fund inception). Funds’ lifetime is usually limited to ten years and GPs exit their 

investments after a few years. At the fund inception, LPs commit themselves to provide a certain 

amount of capital for investments during the investment period (committed capital), which the GP 

can call when needed for investments, so part of the committed capital remains unused and serves 

as a buffer for future investments (dry powder). Dry powder is 100% at fund inception and 

decreases steadily as fund undertakes new investments. GPs get compensated for their services 

																																																													

1https://www.firstrepublic.com/-/media/frb/documents/pdfs/innovators/Preqin-Quarterly-Update-Private-
Equity-Q2-2020	
2	“The private equity bubble is bound to burst”	
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(deal generation, selection, structuring, value adding, exiting) with a fixed component 

(management fee) and a performance-based component (carried interest). The compensation 

scheme has a direct impact on the level of dry powder of the fund: In the large majority of contracts, 

the management fees are computed as a fraction of the committed capital during the investment 

period but then the computation basis typically switches to the net invested capital (which is 

invested capital excluding exited investments) during the divestment period. Metrick and Yasuda 

(2010, p. 2311) show that 84% of the funds in their sample complies with this rule. High dry powder 

at the end of the investment period means the GPs will lose part of the management fees but it 

keeps the valuable option to invest later when better opportunities may arrive, which would result 

in higher carried interest. On the contrary, by spending the entire committed capital by the end of 

the investment period the GPs will benefit from full management fees but may miss more profitable 

future investment opportunities and therefore decrease carried interest. In our revenue-based 

model, the fees are made dependent on leverage of the deal, the GP expected return and the exit 

timing/duration of the deal.  Our model posits a negative relationship between dry powder and 

management fees while a modest impact of carry interests when taking into account the impact of 

the change in fee basis computation. Also it gives evidence of a negative relation between dry 

powder and expected returns: the more confident the GPs are in the future outcome of the deal, the 

more committed capital their will invest and the less the dry powder. This evidence is consistent 

with Graves and Ringuest (2018). Consistently with Arcot et al. (2015),  higher dry powder leads 

to lower deal leverage.  

We empirically test the hypotheses drawn from our theoretical model of revenue management 

using a sample of 383 fund sponsoring 1,011 LBO deals in the US the period 1980 – 2019 from 

S&P Capital IQ and Preqin.  We find results that are consistent with the predictions of our model. 

Small funds, funds with low management fees or GP with a weak track record are more likely to 

have an abnormal level of dry powder at the end of the investing period.  

Our second claim is that deals performed at the end of the investment period with an excess of cash 

are likely to be distorted: they display significantly higher entry price, less leverage, less deal 

syndication in a way to maximize the equity spent. This investment behavior leas to lower deal 

performance but also global fund performance. To investigate the consequences in terms of 
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investment distortions and performance, our deal analysis covers between 105 and 230 deals 

executed at least 4 years after the vintage year on which we have sufficient information (deal terms 

and exit conditions).  

We contribute to the literature on dry powder. Two research papers have investigated the impact 

of dry powder on deal performance. Arcot et al. (2015) show that private equity funds which 

experience a pressure to buy are more active in secondary buyouts (SBO) and that they use less 

leverage and pay higher multiples at entry for those SBOs. Among the indicators of pressure, they 

consider a proxy for the level of unused capital (dry powder) computed as the ratio of the firm 

sponsor fundraising with regard to its investment over the last three years. Still, they do not find 

any significant deal distortions for other LBO deals but do not have a direct identification of the 

dry powder used for each deal. Arcot et al. (2015) and Degeorge, Martin, and Phalippou (2016) 

show that SBOs made under pressure, i.e. late deals made with excess cash, underperform. We 

build on their work in two manners. Our study provides a broader focus. First, we do not focus on 

SBOs only but investigate the general deal distortions for LBO deals. Second, we give some 

evidence on the relation between abnormal dry powder and ex ante LP-GP contract agreement. 

The paper proceeds as follows. Section 1 reviews the literature. Section 2 develops our GP revenue 

management model and illustrates its impact on dry powder decisions. In a first extension of the 

model, we also integrate the fund decision regarding leverage in relationship with the level of dry 

powder. Section 3 describes the data. Section 4 performs our fund-level analysis. Section 5 carries 

out our deal-level analysis. Section 6 concludes. 

 

1. Literature Review 

Our research contributes to the literature on  agency theory of private equity fund contracts  

(Axelson, Stromberg, and Weisbach, 2009; Kandel, Leshchinskii, and Yuklea, 2010; Jensen and 

Meckling, 2012; Axelson et al., 2013) It examines in particular the consequences of the 

compensation structure of these contracts. Axelson, Stromberg, and Weisbach (2009) build a 

theoretical framework to study the optimal financial structure of private equity contracts between 

GP and LPs. They show that the profit-sharing agreement between the GP and LPs as well as the 
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ex-ante financing (in the form of committed capital) mitigates potential agency conflicts and 

increases performance. Yet, they also show that (i) these contract features might work well at the 

beginning of the fund life but leads to investment distortions should the GP not find any good target 

investments, and that (ii) these contract features might make some funds to be overleveraged. We 

build a revenue management model and test whether fund contract fees indeed might influence the 

fund general partner’s investment decisions regarding the investment deployment rate. In our 

theoretical model, the particular 2/20% fee structure, the hurdle rate and the change in the basis of 

fee computations are taken into account to infer the implications of the remuneration contract on 

the dry powder. Our theoretical framework is consistent with Metrick and Yasuda (2010) who 

study the compensation scheme of GPs of private equity funds.  Similar to them, we also show that 

the main determinants of GP investment behavior is related to the collection of management fees 

rather than carry interests. Contrary to them, however, we do not account for monitoring or 

transaction fees. 

We are not the first to study the negative consequences of dry powder on GP investment decisions 

in an agency framework. Yet, the literature studying the direct effects of dry powder is scarce. 

Arcot et al. (2015) integrates a proxy for dry powder into their buying pressure index. They do not 

however evaluate marginal impact of the dry powder on GP investment decisions neither have a 

direct identification of the dry powder and the deal characteristics. Focusing exclusively on SBOs, 

Degeorge, Martin, and Phalippou (2016) define a measure of excess cash using the unspent capital 

at the time of the deals.  Other investment fund distortions have also been related by the literature:  

funds tend to exit too early (Robinson and Sensoy, 2012) and to over-subscribe (Lopez-de-Silanes 

and Phalippou, 2008)  

Our research integrates the reputation effect of GP (Ljungqvist, Richardson, and Wolfenzon, 2020; 

Gompers, 1996). Our model features the impact of the fund sponsor track record and experience 

on the GP investment decisions by making their deployment rate dependent on the GP expected 

return. Kaplan and Schoar (2005) already showed reputed funds tend to invest early and collect 

higher returns. Our research also contributes to the literature private equity performance. Yet the 

literature is recently contrasted. While a vast majority of papers point out an outperformance of 

private equity investments (Chung et al., 2012; Harris, Jenkinson, and Kaplan, 2014; Robinson and 
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Sensoy, 2016), recent studies raise doubt on the validity of the performance measures (Phalippou 

and Gottschalg, 2009; Brown et al., 2016; Phalippou, 2020). 

Finally, other studies have related the level of dry powder to market conditions and availability of 

debt financing. Robinson and Sensoy (2016) show the uncalled capital is endogenous to the market 

conditions. In their research, they define the market conditions through the public equity market 

conditions and the debt market conditions. In addition to the market conditions, the structure of the 

syndicated loans obtained by the fund for a deal could also deliver information on the level of dry 

powder. Our empirical analysis integrates those controls.  Ivashina and Kovner (2011) shows that 

the relationships with banks is an important factor to get favorable loan terms and consequently, 

increase the use of leverage in the deal.    

 

2. GP revenue management: an indifference model 

In this section, we examine the special situation of excess cash unspent at the end of the investing 

period when the basis for fee computation changes. We build an indifference model where the GP 

objective is to maintain their level of fees and to avoid a loss in fee collection due to the change in 

the basis for fee computation. As more than two-third of the fees are coming from the management 

fees (see Metrick and Yasuda, 2010), we assume that fees reach their maximum in the investing 

period. 

 

2.1. Framework 

Our framework works as follows. During the investment period, the expected annual fees collected 

by the GP are the sum of the management fees computed based on the committed capital and the 

expected carried interest based on the current investments. During the divestment/harvesting 

period, the expected annual fees collected by the GP is the sum of the management fees computed 

based on the invested capital and the expected carried interest based on the current investments. 

The effect of dry powder on these levels of fees are twofold. On the one hand, a high level of dry 

powder at the end of the investment period will create an opportunity cost in terms of management 
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fees. Delaying investments might however pursue the objective to increase the expected carried 

interest. On the other hand, funds might have an incentive to reduce the level of dry powder at the 

end of the investment period to avoid the opportunity cost related to the loss in management fees. 

This might come with a likely decrease in expected carried interest due to investment decisions 

made under pressure.  

Our model is consistent with Metrick and Yasuda (2010) who show that 84% of buyout funds 

switch the basis for management fee computation from the investing to the harvesting period. 

Besides, they show that two-third of the revenue of GPs are driven from management fees and that 

carry interests have a limited contribution to their revenue. We therefore assume that the GP will 

try to maintain the same level of fee revenues during the harvesting period as in the investing period 

rather than being in a situation where they could significantly increase these fees. Our focus on the 

end of the investing period is consistent with Axelson, Stromberg, and Weisbach (2009) studied 

the profit-sharing agreement between GP and LPs. They showed that while these financial contract 

features allow to align interests between GP and LP, it might also create investment distortions at 

the end of the investing period if the GP failed to spot good opportunities at the early stage of the 

fund life. We examine this particular situation. 

 

2.2.  The revenue management model 

We consider the case of a private equity fund with a 10-year lifespan3.  We divide this period in 

two phases. The first five years represents the investment period, i.e. the stage during which the 

GP searches for potential target companies and invests the capital committed (see among others, 

Kaplan and Schoar, 2005; Axelson, Stromberg, and Weisbach, 2009). The annual expected fees in 

any year T1 during the investment period collected by the GPs is modeled as follows:  

                                                   (1) 

																																																													

3	This assumption relies on the observation that in the US private equity industry the fund lifetime is typically set to 10 
years.  

E(Fees)T1 = ↵0K
<latexit sha1_base64="EtL/sHQH1IfMqFwEONkktFPotVo=">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</latexit>
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where !! stands for the management fee level and K is the committed capital (fee basis). For sake 

of simplicity, we assume that there is no creation of value on the investments during the investment 

period (and therefore no carry). 

In the second phase, the fund progressively returns the capital to the LPs and collect carry interests 

on top of management fees. The basis for the computation of management fees in this period is the 

net invested capital. We assume that the GP will make investment and exit decisions based on the 

level of their expected fees.  

We consider two situations or scenarios for modelling the level of expected fees at time T2 of the 

second period which corresponds to the beginning of the harvesting period (time 5 or 6 for 

instance). In both scenarios, the fund has the possibility to exit partially (x%) its invested capital at 

time T2 and expects a disinvestment of (1-x)% of the invested capital at time T2+1. We consider 

R as the annualized proportional return on the deal assuming it has been invested at the vintage 

year: the total return on the deal at time of exit T2 is therefore the product of T2 with R. The 

annualized proportional hurdle rate for LPs is e.  

In scenario 1 (S1), the fund has no dry powder, i.e. all the committed capital is invested by the fund 

and zero dry powder, we have the following equation: 

																																		 																																				(2)	

Where !! represents the management fees, !" stands for the carried interest,  K is the committed 

capital, R is the expected annualized deal return, e stands for the annualized hurdle rate, and finally  

x the exit rate (so (1-x)K is the no-exited invested capital at time T2). 

In scenario 2 (S2), the fund has a level of dry powder equal to (1-a)K where a is the invested part 

(in percentage) of the committed capital. The management fees are therefore collected on aa0K(1-

x), i.e. the amount of committed capital invested and not yet exited. Regarding the expected carried 

interests, it applies on the total expected value creation at T2 minus the minimum remuneration to 

be due to LPs corresponding to a K (1+e T2). The total value creation is made of three different 

parts according to the GP investment behaviour: 

E(Fees)T2|S1 = ↵0K(1� x) + ↵1[Kx(1 +RT2)+

(1� x)K(1 +R(T2 + 1))�K(1 + eT2)]
<latexit sha1_base64="GqEDb2Ym/YUirvAzm5cDJX4URu0=">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</latexit>
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• First,  we assume that under uncertainty4, a fund might delay its investment decision with 

the hope to collect a higher return on future opportunities (Tennert, Lambert, and Burghof, 

2018). The part of the investment that has been delayed corresponds to (1-a)K. We assume 

the GP is delaying the investment as they expect to collect an additional return on this 

investment. The annualized additional return is b. This incremental return b is only 

applicable to the yet to be invested amount and not the already invested capital. D stands 

for the duration of the investment; 

• Second, the GP will collect carried interests on the part of invested capital, they decide to 

exit (so, a K x). The cumulative return on this investment is R times T2 should he/she 

decides to exit at T2; 

• Finally, the GP might delay the decision to exit (1-x)% of his/her invested capital. In this 

case, the GP will collect carried interests in T2+1 if he/she decides to exit one year later. 

The cumulative return on this investment is expected to be R times (T2+1). 

The equation of expected fees in scenario 2 (S2) is therefore modified as follows: 

                                      (3) 

Consistently with Metrick and Yasuda (2010), we assume that the main source of revenue for the 

GP is the management fees. Therefore, we expect that GP will take investment and exit decisions 

so that they protect their level of fees in the two scenarios. We expect that it will not be possible to 

increase the level of fees during the harvesting period with regard to the investing period and 

therefore that the best GP can achieve is a similar level of fee. This implies that the GP will decide 

about the level of invested capital a or dry powder (1-a) so as to be indifferent between scenario 1 

and scenario 2 at time T2. The GP expects the loss in management fees incurred by delaying 

investment to be compensated by the expected increase in the carried interest. Equation (4) 

establishes this indifference relationship:  

																																																													

4	Uncertain economic outlooks, risky industry or low performance of companies.  

E(Fees)T2|S2 = a↵0K(1� x) + ↵1[(1� a)K(1 +RD + bD)

+aKx(1 +RT2) + a(1� x)K(1 +R(T2 + 1))� aK(1 + eT2)]
<latexit sha1_base64="kHKtbMl0tlikKL4z6ZK4y0v6BiY=">AAADKXicjVFNb9NAFJyarxI+GuDIxSKqFMtqZBskuFSqoCCkXgokbaUkitbOtrXq2Ja9rlqF/iL+CTdOfFy5wI0rnJjdbiWgQrCW7Xnz3szu2xeXWVqrIPi44Fy4eOnylcWrrWvXb9xcat+6vVUXTZXIQVJkRbUTi1pmaS4HKlWZ3CkrKWZxJrfjgyc6v30oqzot8r46LuV4JvbydDdNhCI1aU+fdp9JWXuTeT96/So6WRUjkZX7YhJsdMOVI8+3YThkKDyS/st1P173RiNfbBzpsB95vjDFJtvtR37oeStCR5LJcWvS7gS9wCz3PAgt6MCuzaL9HiNMUSBBgxkkcijiDAI1nyFCBCjJjTEnVxGlJi9xgha1DaskKwTZA373GA0tmzPWnrVRJ9wl41tR6WKZmoJ1FbHezTX5xjhr9m/ec+Opz3bMf2y9ZmQV9sn+S3dW+b863YvCLh6ZHlL2VBpGd5dYl8bcij65+0tXig4lOY2nzFfEiVGe3bNrNLXpXd+tMPkvplKzOk5sbYOv+pQccPjnOM+DragX3u9FLx501h7bUS/iLu6hy3k+xBqeYxMDer/FN3zHD+eN88754Hw6LXUWrOYOflvO55+kjq6L</latexit>
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               (4) 

From Equation (4), we can infer the following equation determining the amount of invested capital 

as a function of the contract compensation scheme, GP expected return and time to exit:  

                                                                   (5) 

Our revenue management model shows a linear negative relationship between the level of dry 

powder and the management fees. Yet, higher carry induces more dry powder but with a much 

more moderated impact. Figure 1 illustrates the relationship between the profit-sharing agreement 

terms and the dry powder. 

< Insert Figure 1 > 

Figure 1 shows that a variation of 100 basis points in the management fees increase the dry powder 

by about 30 basis points of the committed capital. A similar increase in the carry only has a limited 

impact of about 1.59 basis points.  

Figure 2 shows the impact of the GP expected return on the level of dry powder for different levels 

of carry interests. The expected return translates the GP self-confidence in finding good 

opportunities and depend on his experience and track record. 

< Insert Figure 2> 

The figure shows a large variation of the dry powder in relation with the GP expected return. We 

observe a decrease of dry powder to be about 3% of the dry powder as a percentage of the 

committed capital in relation with an increase of 10% in the expected return.  

 

 

 

4E(feesT2|S2�T2|S1) = (1� a)↵0K(1� x)� ↵1[KRT2 +KR� xKR�K�
KeT2 +KbD] + a↵1[KRD �KRT2�KR+ xKR+K +KeT2] = 0

<latexit sha1_base64="FecM6kVPRVS8aopoj8gKcQpxVJE=">AAADQHicjVHPa9RAFH6JP1rXX6keewkuwi4hSxIFvRSKtiDkUutuW9gsyySd3Q6dTcJkIi1r/7n+E8Wjt3oSr558b5xCtYhOmMl73/u+b+bN5LUUjY6iz4576/aduyur9zr3Hzx89Nhbe7LXVK0q+KioZKUOctZwKUo+0kJLflArzha55Pv58Vuq73/kqhFVOdSnNZ8s2LwUM1EwjdDUW2ZaCVbOJfe3ezPOm+lymHz6kIS0xmf9jV4csn7GZH3EplGK2Uk/tGk8TneHSZDuhic40zDLUk55vjUJ2DXOVkg8XALkBWlArMlG1Jl63WgQmeHfDGIbdMGOncq7gAwOoYICWlgAhxI0xhIYNPiNIYYIasQmsERMYSRMncMZdFDbIosjgyF6jOscs7FFS8zJszHqAneROBUqfXiOmgp5CmPazTf11jgT+jfvpfGks53iP7deC0Q1HCH6L90V83911IuGGbw2PQjsqTYIdVdYl9bcCp3cv9aVRocaMYoPsa4wLozy6p59o2lM73S3zNQvDZNQygvLbeErnRIfOP7zOW8Ge8kgfjFI3r/sbr6xT70K6/AMevier2AT3sEOjND7i7PieM6ae+5eut/c77+ormM1T+G34f74Ca9Htr8=</latexit>

a =
1

1 + ↵1(bD)
↵0(1�x)+↵1[R(T2�x�D)�eT2)]

<latexit sha1_base64="AC5sMnz8DIRDNXWszVS3f/UOKFw=">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</latexit>
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2.3. Extension 1: fund leverage 
As a first extension to the basic model, we consider the average financial leverage used to structure 

the LBO deals in portfolios. The total deal value (invested) of the private equity fund becomes:  

                                                                                                                           (6) 

Where K corresponds to the equity investment in the deal and L is the ratio of debt over committed 

capital (i.e. equity) 

The leverage cost is 

                                   (7) 

Where r0 is the cumulative interest rate paid to the lenders.  

In the first scenario, the fund has invested all of its committed capital and therefore, the expected 

fees collected during the second period is modelled as follows: 

              (8) 

In the second scenario, the fund has not invested all of its available capital (non-zero dry powder). 

In this situation, the equation of the expected fees collected during the second period is as follows: 

               

(9) 

In equations (8) and (9), b represents the incremental return from delaying the investment (assumed 

to be positive ex ante), R is the expected deal return, T2 time to exit, e constitutes the hurdle rate 

of the fund. L is the leverage or D/K of the fund and r0  represents the interest rate.   

The indifference equation between scenario 1 and 2 can be written as:   

 (10) 

Deal V alue = aK + aKL
<latexit sha1_base64="b2aSQ1zXEW3Hk0TzcRHz50CBsKY=">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</latexit>

cost of leverage = (1 + r0)aKL
<latexit sha1_base64="dH5vVQ6Ws9nAuobPZYO/L0FY3WI=">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</latexit>

E(Fees)T2|S1 = ↵0K(1� x) + ↵1[x(K +KL)(1 +RT2) + (1� x)

(K +KL)(1 +R(T2 + 1))�KL(1 + r0)�K(1 + eT2)]
<latexit sha1_base64="0/+dRgI893KURTkL5GJG+dLbcgU=">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</latexit>

E(Fees)T2|S2 = a↵0K(1� x) + ↵1[(1� a)(K +KL)(1 +RD + bD) + ax(K +KL)(1 +RT2)

+a(1� x)(K +KL)(1 +R(T2 + 1))� aKL(1 + r0)� aK(1 + eT2)]
<latexit sha1_base64="hxfjFOF5v21Ht/XK+fsSv5l4Q/U=">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</latexit>

4E(feesT2|S2�T2|S1) = �(1� a)↵0K(1� x) + ↵1(1� a)K[(RD + bD) + (a� 1)KR(T2 + 1� x)� aKeT2]

+↵1L[(1� a)(RD + bD) + (a� 1)(R(T2 + 1� x)� aKr0)] = 0
<latexit sha1_base64="9CAXpmUiiUMma0s4FI6+UD+nAOg=">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</latexit>
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From Equation (10), we can retrieve the determinants of the leverage which may vary during the 

life of the fund as a function of dry powder, as shown in Equation (11):      

                (11) 

Figure 3 illustrates the negative relationship between dry powder and leverage. 

< Insert Figure 3 here > 

In the situation of a fund which displays a high level of dry powder, the fund is supposed to face 

pressure to spend equity and use their unspent capital. This pressure will result in the decision to 

use more equity and less leverage. Panel A shows that the higher the management fee, the lower 

the leverage, which is also consistent with the assumption of spending equity to collect 

management fees. Panel B shows that the higher the carry, the higher the fund leverage in order to 

leverage the performance. Finally, as shown in Panel C, the higher the expected return the higher 

they can leverage the deal.   

 

3. Data and descriptive statistics 

 

3.1. Sample 

We start by extracting 12,779 US LBO deals from S&P Capital IQ for the period July 1980 – June 

2019 following the transaction types defined by (Davis et al., 2014)5. S&P Capital IQ provides the 

acquisition terms of the LBO transaction for 4,258 deals out of 12,779. Adding Preqin data, we 

obtain complete information on the LBO acquisition (resp. on the LBO exit) for an additional 398 

deals. We use the target name, the target website and several announcement dates (deal 

announcement year, the year of the deal date, the deal closed year) in order to match the deals. We 

																																																													

5	The types of transaction selected from Capital IQ are: Going Private Transaction, Leveraged Buy Out (LBO), 
Management Buyout, Secondary LBO, Platform. 

L =
(1� a)↵0(1� x) + ↵1[(1� a)(RD + bD) + (a� 1)(R(T2 + 1� x)� aeT2)]

↵1[(1� a)(RD + bD) + (a� 1)(R(T2 + 1� x)� ar0]
<latexit sha1_base64="nhoKKZHI04dBD7NSozzbm8b2kQw=">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</latexit>
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further combine this dataset with EIKON to obtain information on leverage. Information on deal 

leverage information could be retrieved for a total 1,426 of these deals.  

We obtain information on the exit strategy and exit price for a subset of these deals only. In total, 

we have full information (acquisition and exit terms) on 931 deals, whose we have information on 

leverage for 491 deals. Table 1 summarizes the merge steps and the different samples that will be 

used in this study. 

< Insert Table 1 here > 

To conduct our analysis, we need the value of “dry powder” of the fund at the time it completed 

the deal. To retrieve this information and match it with our deal sample, we use Preqin which is 

one of the most used datasets on private equity fund cash flows (Brown et al., 2015; Harris, 

Jenkinson, and Kaplan, 2014)6. Deals from S&P CIQ were matched according to their ID deal, the 

name of the funds, the fund ID, the firm ID, the deal year and deal month. For the sample of deals 

with information on acquisitions, we have fund-level data for 1,011 deals (reduced to 578 deals 

when considering leverage information).  Table 2 summarizes the merge steps and different 

subsamples when we add fund-level information. 

< Insert Table 2 here > 

In the further analysis, we will refer to the following subsamples of deals with fund-level 

information: 

Sample 1 – LBO deals (with or without leverage information) 

• Sample 1.1 – Deals with acquisition information from Table 1, Panel A 

• Sample 1.2 – Deals with acquisition and sponsor information from Table 2, Panel A 

• Sample 1.3 – Deals with acquisition, exit, and sponsor information from Table 2 Panel A 

 

																																																													

6	Information about the fund sponsors and fund flows was retrieved from merging the various modules of Preqin: 
Private Capital Fund Managers, Private Capital Funds, Private Capital Performance, Private Capital Cash Flow, Private 
Capital Deals Search Buyout and Private Capital Exits Search Buyout.	
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Sample 2 – LBO deals with leverage information  

• Sample 2.1 – Deals with acquisition information from Table 1, Panel B 

• Sample 2.2 – Deals with acquisition and sponsor information from Table 2, Panel B 

• Sample 2.3 – Deals with acquisition, exit, and sponsor information from Table 2, Panel B 

Our fund-level analysis will be conducted on the largest sample, i.e. sub-sample 1.2. Our deal-level 

analysis will be conducted on sub-samples 1.2, 1.3 or 2.2.  

 

3.2. Descriptive statistics 

Table 3 displays information on deal information for samples 1.1 (panel A), 1.2 (panel B), 1.3 

(panel C). The variables are classified by entry and exit characteristics. This table shows that deals 

with more complete information are larger and sponsored by a higher number of funds. The average 

entry price in panel A is $413mn, while it amounts to $928mn in panel C. The average number of 

funds involved increases from 1.23 to 1.57. Furthermore, targets are larger in terms of revenues 

and total assets. Given the limited information on fund sponsor or exit information for our largest 

sample of 4,656 deals, we will work in subsamples. We test whether samples 1.2 or 1.3 significantly 

differ from the initial sample 1.1. Except in terms of deal size, the entry multiples or target margin 

do not display significant differences. On average, deals are acquired at multiples of about 2 times 

revenue and 11-14 times EBITDA. Regarding the exit characteristics, the average duration of our 

deals is 4 years and 10 months and exit revenue multiples is about 3.5 (i.e. a cash multiple slightly 

higher than 2). Our sample presents summary statistics that are similar to summary statistics 

provided in recent studies7 (Strömberg, Hotchkiss, and Smith, 2012; Axelson et al., 2013; Arcot et 

al., 2015).  

< Insert Table 3 here > 

																																																													

7	Arcot	et	al.	 (2015)	display summary statistics related to buyout deals with an average total enterprise value of 
$850mn. Average sales multiple of 1.82. Strömberg, Hotchkiss, and Smith (2012) show average target revenues of 
$1,678mn and an average EBITDA margin of 15%. Axelson et al. (2013) display an average EV/EBITDA of 8.2.		
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Table 4 provides the same information as table 3 on samples 2.1-2.3 when we include leverage 

information which is more scarce. The leverage (in percent) is similar across the different 

subsamples (we do not find any statistical difference) and amounts to approximately 56% on 

average (median is 59-60%). Consistently with what we have observed in table 3, the deal and 

target size increase as we include deals with more information available. Deals are acquired at 

multiples of a bit more than 2 times revenue and 11-16 times EBITDA and exited at about a 3.3 

multiple, which constitutes a similar range as in table 3. The average cash multiples (about 1.6) is 

lower than in table 3 but have similar median as this small sample contains less variation across 

funds. Investment duration is similar (4 years and 10 months).  

For the further analysis that takes into account the leverage, we will mainly use the observations 

from sample 2.2 (panel B) that does not require exit information.  

< Insert Table 4 here > 

 

4. Fund-level analysis 

We test the implications of our revenue management model on the deployment rate of GP. Our 

first hypothesis is that higher management fee will induce a higher deployment rate (or lower dry 

powder) at the end of the investing period, while the impact of carry interest will be moderate. Our 

second hypothesis is that the track record of the GP taken as a proxy for expected return on the 

deals are expected to reduce the use of dry powder as the GP will invest early. We control for 

related variables such as GP experience but also for variables that could impact the GP deployment 

rate such as whether the GP is conducting a fundraising phase for a follow up fund.   

 

4.1. Descriptive statistics and univariate analysis 

Table 5 displays summary statistics on the 383 funds sponsoring LBO deals from Sample 1.2. 

Description of the variables can be found in Appendix – Table A.1. The average fund size 

(measured by the committed capital) is about $2bn. The average Total Value over Paid-in Capital 

or TVPI at the end of the fund life, which sets distributions in relation to the invested capital, is 
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1.73. This value is comparable to previous studies (Harris, Jenkinson, and Kaplan, 2014) 8. The 

average Kaplan-Schoar Public Market Equivalent or KSPME at the end of the fund life is 1.27: it 

is the ratio of calls over the residual Net Asset Value (NAV) plus distributions, both the numerator 

and denominator being discounted at the hurdle rate coming from a public market index value 

(here, S&P500). The average management fee of the sample is 1.90% with a standard deviation of 

27 basis points and the average carried interest is about 20.29%. About 11% of the sample is 

composed of first funds (funds without previous experience); 39% of funds are mid-experienced 

funds (second or third fund of a PE firm); 50% of the sample is composed of experienced funds (at 

least the fourth fund of a PE firm).  

Our main variable of interest is the dry powder (DP). The mean value of dry powder amounts to 

31.5% four years after the vintage year (Y4) and decreases to 9.5% in Y6. About 70% of the 

investments are usually made within the first three years which is consistent with market practice. 

Some funds have indeed a clause that require that 70% of their committed capital is invested before 

launching a new fund (Financial Times, June 18, 20199). Besides, Ljungqvist and Richardson 

(2003) observe that 50% of funds invest 70% of their committed capital in the first three year of 

the fund. About 30% of funds are in fundraising phase at vintage year plus 4. PE firms usually raise 

capital for a new fund every three to five years (Chung et al., 2012). Following Chung et al. (2012), 

we might expect more pressure to invest for funds having abnormal dry powder at the end of the 

investing period while in fundraising phase. We observe indeed significantly less funds in the high 

dry powder group when GP are currently in fundraising phase. 

On average, funds have a DP declining by about 22 percentage points between Y4 and Y6. A large 

variation between funds exists. For example, the average DP in Y4 reaches 7% for the low-DPY4-

quartile, compared to 56% of the high-DPY4 quartile. As expected, funds with high level of dry 

powder are the funds which have the largest change in dry powder between Y4 and Y6. 

Table 5 also presents characteristics of funds that have high and low levels of dry powder four year 

(Y4) or five year (Y5) from the vintage year. We observe that funds with lower levels of dry powder 

																																																													

8	Harris et al. (2014) display an average TVPI of 1.72 for buyout funds.	
9	“Private equity groups prepare to raise mega funds.”	
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are larger funds. Besides, their performance as measured by their KSPME and their track record 

(past performance from previous funds measured by their TVPI or KSPME) are significantly better. 

The differences in their carried interest and management fees are statistically and economically 

insignificant. Many characteristics can influence the levels of the fees such as the sponsor 

reputation, its experience, the fund risk. This will be accounted for in the multivariate analysis 

performed in the next section. As future extension of our theoretical model will include the risk of 

the deal, we therefore also investigate the risk taken by the fund as a consequence of dry powder 

towards the end of the investment period. To measure risk, we follow the methodology of 

Ljungqvist and Richardson (2003). We look at the 48 broad industry groups and their 

corresponding average beta for publicly traded companies in the same industry. We construct 

several risk measures. First, we employ the main industry of the PE fund we obtain from Preqin to 

define the fund beta (called “beta 1”). For diversified funds, we use beta equal to 1. Funds with 

lower levels of dry powder are active in lower-risk industries than funds with higher dry powder. 

Another risk estimation, fund beta (called “beta 2”), is computed as the weighted average of the 

beta’s portfolio companies in which the fund has invested in. Each company has been assigned to 

one of the 48 industry groups and the corresponding beta for publicly traded companies in the same 

industry was allocated. We also analyze the difference between the two last measures of risk 

through the variable risk deviation. The HHI (Herfindahl-Hirschman Index) is used to measure the 

deal concentration.  This indicator intends to account for the idiosyncratic risk taken by the fund. 

< Insert Table 5 here > 

 

4.2. Contract features and dry powder : Multivariate analysis 

In this section, we empirically test the implications of the revenue management model. Namely, 

we test the impact of fund profit-sharing agreement between the GP and LPs as well as the impact 

of the GP expected return on the GP decision regarding its abnormal level (i.e. above the cross-

sectional median) of dry powder towards the end of the investment period, i.e. a vintage year + 4. 

In non-tabulated results, we test other periods such as vintage year +5 and +6. We obtain similar 

results but the effects are strongest at year 4. 
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We run a multivariate probit regression defined as follows, 

 

                                                                              (12)  

 

Where DP4,i is the level of fund dry powder four years after the vintage year, X represents the 

matrix of ex-ante contract features coming from our theoretical model (carried interests, 

management fees, expected return measured by the fund sponsor past performance) and Z 

represents the matrix of control variables (fund size, GP experience, GP fundraising experience 

(frequent/ infrequent) as defined by Arcot et al. (2015), GP fundraising phase10). All regression 

specifications include vintage year fixed effects. 

Table 6 present the results of the multivariate probit analysis based on 372 LBO funds (from sample 

1.2 where the vintage year is not available for 11 funds).	

< Insert Table 6 here > 

Fee information is only available for 72 funds. Yet, the probit analysis on the 372 or 72 funds using 

in specifications 1 and 2 deliver similar results. Contrary to Arcot et al. (2015), the GP fundraising 

experience does not influence the level of DP. The size of the fund negatively impacts the level of 

dry powder. Dry powder at vintage year 4 is significantly reduced when the sponsor firm is open 

for fundraising (i.e. the launch of a follow-up fund). We add management and performance fees in 

specification 4: high management fees are significantly related to lower than median level of dry 

powder at vintage year+4 (at the 5% significance level). Carry interest however is not significant 

as expected from the theoretical model as well as from the descriptive statistics which showed only 

																																																													

10	GP fundraising phase dummy is a variable which takes the value of 1 if vintage year + 4 falls within the period of 
fundraising of the follow up fund. We compute fundraising period as the fundraising starting date of the follow-up 
fund + 3years (this information is provided for 157 funds) or when not provided, as the vintage year of this follow up 
fund minus two years (to account for roadshows)	up to the vintage year plus one year to account for LPs entering the 
fund the first year of investment.	

y4,i = ↵⌫ + ��Xi + �µZi + "i
<latexit sha1_base64="LGdrHOLzSZGYP5Z86S8W7ByJvHk=">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</latexit>

y4,i =

(
0 if DP4,i 6 Median(DP4,i)

1 if DP4,i > Median(DP4,i)
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small variation in the variable. This result is also expected from the framework of Metrick and 

Yasuda (2010) who show that two-third of the revenue of the GP comes from the management fees 

and that carry only makes a  smaller part of the total revenues. Our theoretical framework also 

posits that higher fund returns expected by the GP given their track record are associated with lower 

level of dry powder and are likely to invest at earlier times of the fund. This result still hold when 

we control for the GP experience. We empirically show that both experience and past fund returns 

are negatively related with the probability to have a high level of unspent capital at year 4.  

In appendix, Table A.3 replicates the analysis for a slightly larger sample of 142 private equity 

funds from Preqin. Yet this sample is that the funds are not matched with our deal list from S&P 

Capital IQ (following Davis et al., 2014). These funds might therefore sponsor VC, growth and 

LBO deals. In Table A.4., we also replicate Table 6 using an ordinary least squares regression on 

the absolute level of dry powder. Results from both tables are consistent with Table 6. 

 

4.3. Fund performance analysis 

To account for the impact of GP investment behaviour induced by his/her deployment rate or dry 

powder, we analyse the impact of dry powder at year 4 (DPi,4) on performance. We run the 

following least-squares regression: 

                                                                      (13) 

Where fund performance is either the TVPI or the KSPME of the fund when the fund is liquidated. 

Where Z represents the matrix of controls (fund size, GP past performance, GP experience (i.e. 

fund number series).  

Table 7 shows the results.  

< Insert Table 7 here > 

The fund performance measured by TVPI is significantly related to the performance of previous 

sponsor funds. This cannot be found when measuring performance with KS-PME which takes into 

account the time-value of money and opportunity cost of not investing. The results consistently 

Fund performancei = ↵⌫ + ��DP4,i + �µZi + "i
<latexit sha1_base64="5evqygBygxpN7RCfK/6llnBIa/c=">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</latexit>
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show that higher levels of dry powder are associated with a poorer performance at the fund level. 

The results are especially strong when measuring performance with KSPME. In appendix, Table 

A.5 replicates the analysis for a large sample of 893 private equity funds from Preqin. The limit of 

this sample is that the funds are not matched with our deal list from S&P Capital IQ (following 

Davis et al.,2014). These funds might therefore sponsor VC, growth and LBO deals. Results are 

consistent with Table 7. 

 

5. Deal-level analysis 

In this section, we examine the characteristics of deals executed with unspent capital at the end of 

the investing period. Our revenue management model shows that the fund fee structure as well as 

the GP expected return based on their track record incentivize them to maintain an excess amount 

of unspent capital towards the end of the investing period. Our objective is to investigate the 

existence of any investment distortion and the source of the loss in fund performance pointed out 

in the previous section. Description of deal-specific variables can be found in Appendix, Table A.2. 

 

5.1. Investment distortions and unspent capital – univariate analysis? 

From previous literature, we expect the following potential investment distortions induced by large 

amount of unspent capital: the overutilization of equity financing in deals, inflated entry multiples, 

as well as a poor selection of investments (see Arcot et al., 2015; Degeorge, Martin, and Phalippou, 

2016). However, Arcot et al. (2015) do not find any significant effects on LBO deals other than 

SBOs. Our sample is made of about 35% of SBOs (as in Arcot et al., 2015) for the US market. 

Table 8 compares the entry multiples, leverage, and returns for deals invested at times of high low 

and high dry powder.  

<Insert Table 8 here > 

 

We divide deals in terciles according to the level of dry powder displayed by their sponsor fund 

one quarter before their executed the deal (controlling for deals executed at the same vintage year). 
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We then examine the deal characteristics performed by those fund, especially for buyouts executed 

at least four years after the vintage year. For the latter deals, top-tercile funds pay about 12.6-times 

EBITDA multiple while bottom-tercile funds about 9.2. Yet, the difference is not significant. We 

however find a significant difference in cash on cash return between the tercile of funds. The cash 

multiple in low dry-powder funds reaches 1.84, while it is only slightly above 0.5 in high dry 

powder funds. We also find a significant difference regarding deal syndication between the two 

groups. Leverage on deals carried out by top-tercile funds or bottom-tercile funds are similar. 

Finally, deal size differs by about 117 million $ between the top and bottom-tercile.  

 

5.2. Investment distortions and deal performance – a multivariate analysis 

We analyse potential investment distortions using deal-level data. We first estimate the 

performance of deals executed at least four years after the vintage year in relation with the fund 

dry powder from the last quarter. We then examine fund choices in terms of deal size, entry 

multiple, leverage, and syndication (deal club) for those specific deals in relation with the fund dry 

powder from the last quarter. By considering this subset of deal, we focus on investment distortions 

that could occur due to a change in basis fee computation. We run the following four least-squares 

regressions: 

 

 

 

Where the dependent variables are respectively the cash on cash return for the deal (Eq. 14), the 

deal size (Eq. 15), the entry multiple (Eq. 16), the leverage of the deal (Eq. 17), the syndication or 

deal club (Eq. 18). Where DPd is the level of dry powder one quarter before the deal is executed, 

Zd represent the matrix of deal control variables (log of the deal size, except for Eq. 15), Zd,f 

Cash Returnd = ↵� + ��DPd + �1Zd + �2Zd,f + ✏d

Deal Sized = ↵� + ��DPd + �1Zd,f + ✏d

Entry Multipled = ↵� + ��DPd + �1Zd + �2Zd,f + ✏d

Leveraged = ↵� + ��DPd + �1Zd + �2Zd,f + ✏d

Deal Clubd = ↵� + ��DPd + �1Zd + �2Zd,f + ✏d
<latexit sha1_base64="qvjbAsWh6cZVLVcBOjR104R5bGQ=">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</latexit>

(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
(18) 
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represents the matrix of fund sponsor control variables (fund size, GP experience (or fund number 

series), GP fundraising dummy11, the GP past performance). Our analysis includes industry fixed 

effects and investment year fixed effects. We also test the impact of dry powder on the deal duration 

but do not find any significant results (non-tabulated). 

Table 9 shows that deals executed towards the end of the investment period by funds with high dry 

powder are associated with lower cash on cash return. These results are not found for deals made 

at an early-stage of the fund life (non-tabulated results). 

 < Insert Table 9 here > 

We first show a significant negative relationship between the dry powder estimated at the previous 

quarter to the execution date of the deal and the deal performance. The second specification shows 

that this relationship is robust to the introduction of fund-level controls. As expected, we find a 

higher deal performance for more experienced fund and a weaker performance for deals executed 

during a fundraising phase (another proxy for buying pressure). Specification 3 adds the deal size 

control which is highly negatively significant: bigger deals tend to deliver lower performance. The 

significance of our dry powder variable decreases significantly. We therefore examine a cross-

effect between these variables in specification 4. We investigate the intuition that funds under 

buying pressure due to dry powder might be incentivized to spend large amount of equity. We 

create a dummy variable that takes the value of 1 if the deal size is larger than the median deal size. 

We therefore investigate the impact of dry powder on deal performance when the executed deal is 

large or small. We observe that large deals executed by funds with an abnormal level of unspent 

capital at least four years from the vintage year significantly underperform compared to other deals 

executed by the funds. In Appendix, Table A.6 replicates the analysis on a larger sample of 123 

deals coming from Preqin deal database merged with Preqin fund sponsor database. This sample 

does not follow the steps of Davis et al. (2014) and might therefore include VC or growth deals.  

Results are similar to Table 9. 

																																																													

11	GP	Fundraising 2 is a dummy variable which takes the value of 1 if the deal is executed during the fundraising period 
of a follow up fund. 	
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Table 10 tests equation (15) and shows that deals performed towards the end of the investment 

period by funds with high dry powder in the previous quarter tend to be significantly larger. We 

measure deal size by the log of the entry price. Our results are robust to fund-level control variables. 

< Insert Table 10 > 

Table 11 does not confirm the higher entry multiple of deals executed towards the end of the 

investing period by funds with large amount of unspent capital (see Table 7). 

< Insert Table 11 > 

Table 12 tests equation (17) and shows that deals performed towards the end of the investment 

period by funds with high dry powder in the previous quarter are associated with lower leverage. 

Our revenue management model already shows that to avoid a loss in fee collection at the end of 

investing period, funds with high DP are incentivized to take less leverage. The leverage effect 

exists only in deals closed at or later than four years after the vintage year (in non-tabulated results, 

we replicate the analysis for deals executed between the first and third year after vintage year). 

Fund leverage is not related to fund-sponsor controls, neither deal size. Table 13 tests equation (18) 

and shows that deals executed towards the end of the investment period by funds with high dry 

powder are associated with less syndication. The dry powder variable is significant at the 10% level 

even when we control for the size of deal. 

< Insert Tables 12 and 13 here > 

Given the evidence of Arcot et al. (2015) and Degeorge et al. (2016), we also verify in Tables 9 to 

13 that our significant results are not due only to the SBO deals which make up one-third of our 

deal dataset. In an additional specification, we added a SBO dummy as well as the cross-effect of 

SB dummy and Dry Powder. Our results still hold while the SBO variables outcome as non-

significant (non-tabulated results). 
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6. Concluding remarks 

Our empirical results show that management fees, the GP track record and experience as well as 

the fund size do influence the percentage of dry powder relative to committed capital of the fund.  

We further document that high dry powder levels are potentially associated with investment 

distortions that deteriorate fund performance. Deals performed with an excess of dry powder are 

larger and are performed with less leverage, less syndication and a slightly higher entry multiple 

leading to a lower cash return. Finally, we show that this situation leads to a significant loss of 

performance for the fund. 

Our findings suggest that funds with high dry powder towards the end of the investment period 

have more interest to spend equity (and therefore to enter into less leveraged deals and less 

syndication or even too expensive deals) than to maximize the LP returns. Our research contributes 

to previous research investigating the consequences of buying and selling pressure for secondary 

buyout funds. Similar to Arcot et al. (2015) and Degeorge et al. (2016), we find that dry powder is 

associated with investment distortions. Yet our results hold for all leveraged buyout funds and not 

only for SBOs. We did not find any different effect for SBO deals which constitute one third of 

our sample. Besides, our study focuses on the marginal effect of the dry powder and relies on a 

direct estimate between the dry powder and the deal features, which allows us to draw causality 

conclusions. 

This paper also contributes to the understanding of the agency problems in GP-LP relationships. 

We investigate whether fund contract features might indeed influence the fund general partner’s 

investment decisions. Both our theoretical model and our empirical results support the fact that the 

basis of computations for management fees significantly affects GP investment behavior and might 

induce investment distortions. Although policy makers have focused on carry interests to align 

interests between GP and LPs, we claim that the computation of management fees could play a 

more important role. These results are of interest not only for academics and policy makers, but 

may be beneficial for LPs to navigate into this very opaque industry. It can help them to evaluate 

the track record of GP when proceeding at the fund selection.  
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Table 1: Data collection: S&P CIQ, Preqin deal database, and Eikon LBO loans database.

In panel A, we report deals for which we have information from the combination of S&P CIQ and Preqin (Private Capital
Deals Search Buyout dataset and Private Capital Exits Search Buyout dataset). Data added from the combination with
Preqin are shown in parenthesis. In panel B, we merge samples from panel A with EIKON loans database (to obtain
leverage information). Information on the acquisition means that the acquisition price, the industry of the target, and the
name of the target are known. Information on the acquisition and the exit strategy contains deals that additionally have
information on the exit strategy (type of exit). Period: July 1980 – June 2019.

Panel A Without Leverage Panel B With Leverage

Database(s) CIQ CIQ + Preqin CIQ CIQ + Preqin CIQ + Preqin + Eikon
Information on the
acquisition 4258 4656 765 1160 1426

(+398) (+395) (+266)

Information on the
acquisition and the
exit strategy

436 1972 80 670 902

(+1536) (+590) (+232)

Information on the
acquisition, the exit
strategy and the exit
price

163 931 40 361 491

(+768) (+321) (+130)

1



Table 2: Data collection: Combined S&P CIQ, Preqin deal database, and Eikon LBO loans database matched with

sponsor information from Preqin.

This table considers deals for which we have information on the sponsor funds. In panel A, we report deals for which we
have information from the combination of S&P CIQ and Preqin (Private Capital Deals Search Buyout dataset and Private
Capital Exits Search Buyout dataset). In panel B, we combine samples from panel A with EIKON loans database. Period:
July 1980 – June 2019.

Panel A Without Leverage Panel B With Leverage

Database(s) CIQ CIQ + Preqin CIQ CIQ + Preqin CIQ + Preqin + Eikon
Information on the
acquisition 809 1011 277 428 578

(+202) (+151) (+150)

Information on the
acquisition and the
exit strategy

95 757 31 339 452

(+662) (+308) (+113)

Information on the
acquisition, the exit
strategy and the exit
price

32 378 13 185 255

(+346) (+172) (+70)

2



Table 3: Summary statistics on LBO deals.

Table 3 displays descriptive characteristics on our deal samples 1.1, 1.2 and
1.3. Variable definitions can be found in Appendix A.2. N is the number
of deals, SBO is the number of SBO in our deal sample and N(funds) is the
number of funds sponsoring the deals. We test whether samples 1.2 and 1.3
are significantly different from 1.1 on the various characteristics (see Diff
test). In order to reduce the effect of outliers, we winsorized the entry price
and the target total assets at the 95th percentile.

Panel A – Sample 1.1: Deals with acquisition information
Deal characteristics Mean Std. Dev. Median N SBO
Entry characteristics

Entry price (million USD) 413.14 650.00 125 4,656 572
Number of funds 1.23 0.63 1 4,656 572
Target revenue (million USD) 968.31 2904.66 274.35 1,702 222
Target EBITDA margin (%) 12.88 9.38 12.84 1,141 122
Entry revenue multiple 1.87 3.37 1.17 1,575 203
Entry EBITDA multiple 14.21 86.68 12.56 1,019 121
Target total assets (million USD) 835.64 1261.63 314.54 1,066 99

Panel B – Sample 1.2: Deals with acquisition and sponsor information

Deal characteristics Mean Std. Dev. Median N SBO N(funds) Diff test
(1.1 – 1.2)

Entry characteristics

Entry price (million USD) 717.79 820.96 345 1,011 209 383 (390.233)***
Number of funds 1.41 0.79 1 1,011 209 383 (0.232)***
Target revenue (million USD) 1393.17 3483.38 452.63 532 89 109 (618.051)***
Target EBITDA margin (%) 15.73 12.11 13.79 349 50 63 (4.173)
Entry revenue multiple 1.78 1.46 1.41 490 80 79 0.129
Entry EBITDA multiple 11.75 21.45 9.79 339 49 62 3.687
Target total assets (million USD) 1069.84 1513.82 646.41 317 53 37 (417.209)***

Panel C – Sample 1.3: Deals with acquisition, exit and sponsor information

Deal characteristics Mean Std. Dev. Median N SBO N(funds) Diff test
(1.1-1.3)

Entry characteristics

Entry price (million USD) 927.80 872.80 575 378 86 65 (560.65)***
Number of funds 1.57 0.85 1 378 86 65 (0.362)***
Target revenue (million USD) 1787.73 4636.21 595.82 231 47 39 (948.109)***
Target EBITDA margin (%) 17.02 11.72 14.65 162 31 28 4.855
Entry revenue multiple 2.00 1.60 1.52 215 41 35 (0.154)
Entry EBITDA multiple 10.98 8.60 9.85 153 26 27 3.805
Target total assets (million USD) 1315.32 1500.95 673.15 140 23 21 (522.206)***
Exit characteristics

Exit price (million USD) 1235.97 2585.70 500 378 86 65
Investment duration 4.82 2.59 4 378 86 65
Exit multiple 3.39 1.77 3 5 39 8
Return (cash multiple) 2.15 5.78 1.51 378 86 65

3



Table 4: Summary statistics on LBO deals with leverage information.

Table 4 displays descriptive characteristics for our deal samples 2.1-2.2 and
2.3. Variable definitions can be found in Appendix A.2. N is the number
of deals, SBO is the number of SBO in our deal sample and N(funds) is the
number of funds sponsoring the deals. We test whether samples 2.2 and 2.3
are significantly different from 2.1 on the various characteristics (see Diff
test). In order to reduce the effect of outliers, we winsorized the entry price,
the target total assets and the leverage at the 95th percentile.

Panel A – Sample 2.1 Deals with acquisition information
Deal characteristics Mean Std. Dev. Median N SBO
Entry characteristics

Entry price (million USD) 891.26 849.69 549 1426 315
Leverage of the deal (%) 55.69 20.05 59.39 1426 315
Number of fund 1.50 0.89 1 1426 315
Target revenue (million USD) 1523.63 3311.49 521.71 792 140
Target EBITDA margin (%) 17.90 16.61 14.50 579 80
Entry revenue multiple 2.09 2.07 1.52 757 131
Entry EBITDA multiple 16.48 102.67 9.77 570 85
Target total assets (million USD) 1242.09 1467.75 604.95 527 66
Panel B – Sample 2.2: Deals with acquisition and sponsor information
Deal characteristics Mean Std. Dev. Median N SBO N(funds) Diff test (2.1 – 2.2)
Entry characteristics

Entry price (million USD) 1035.40 880.62 700.38 578 146 94 (244.838)***
Leverage of the deal (%) 55.74 0.28 59.40 578 146 94 (0.085)
Number of funds 1.57 0.89 1 578 146 94 (0.112)**
Target revenue (million USD) 1749.20 3964.42 641.59 353 69 58 (406.947)**
Target EBITDA margin (%) 16.41 10.91 14.49 262 41 46 2.708**
Entry revenue multiple 2.06 1.56 1.61 332 63 52 0.059
Entry EBITDA multiple 11.11 17.21 10.00 256 41 47 9.731
Target total assets (million USD) 1334.10 1464.43 716.26 232 31 38 (164.341)
Panel C – Sample 2.3: Deals with acquisition, exit and sponsor information
Deal characteristics Mean Std. Dev. Median N SBO N(funds) Diff test (2.1 – 2.2)
Entry characteristics

Entry price (million USD) 1167.49 665.32 883.87 255 67 46 (338.212)***
Leverage of the deal (%) 56.04 18.63 58.98 255 67 46 (4.272)
Number of funds 1.70 0.92 1 255 67 46 (0.245)***
Target revenue (million USD) 1936.97 4906.08 750.00 177 39 33 (532.300)**
Target EBITDA margin (%) 17.67 11.48 15.59 133 26 24 2.883
Entry revenue multiple 2.25 1.68 1.83 164 33 29 (0.207)
Entry EBITDA multiple 10.83 8.08 9.88 125 22 23 7.240
Target total assets (million USD) 1493.49 3085.08 718.05 115 19 18 (321.585)**
Exit characteristics

Exit price (million USD) 1624.04 3085.08 718.05 255 67 46
Investment duration 4.85 2.49 5 255 67 46
Exit multiple 3.28 1.80 3.05 28 5 5
Return (cash multiple) 1.55 1.46 1.41 255 67 46
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Table 5: Summary statistics on fund sponsor.

Table 5 displays summary statistics on the sample of fund sponsors that are involved in deals from sample 1.2. It also splits
the sample in quartiles according to the level of dry powder these funds had in Y4 (vintage year +4) or Y5 (vintage year
+5). Q1 (resp. Q4) stands for the lowest (highest) quartile. We perform a difference test on the charactetistics between
these two groups. *, **, *** stands for significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% level.

All Funds Q1 Dry Powder Y4 Q4 Dry Powder Y4 Diff Test Y4 Q1 Dry Powder Y5 Q4 Dry Powder Y5 Diff Test Y5
Mean Std. dev. N Mean N Mean N (Q1 – Q4) Mean N Mean N (Q1 – Q4)

Dry powder Y4 0.315 0.191 383 0.071 96 0.562 95 (0.492)*** 0.118 96 0.533 95 (0.415)***
Dry powder Y5 0.179 0.164 383 0.014 96 0.369 95 (0.354)*** 0.016 96 0.396 95 (0.38)***
Dry powder Y6 0.094 0.139 383 -0.017 95 0.221 96 (0.238)*** -0.044 95 0.241 96 (0.285)***
Dry powder change (Y4 to Y6) 0.221 0.138 383 0.088 96 0.341 95 (0.253)*** 0.163 96 0.292 95 (0.129)***
Fund size (million USD) 2058.09 3173.9 383 2848.481 96 1664.596 95 1183.885*** 2644.906 96 1895.209 95 748.697***
TVPI 1.73 0.555 383 1.78 96 1.72 95 0.06 1.76 96 1.71 95 0.05
KSPME 1.27 0.405 383 1.34 96 1.25 96 0.09* 1.33 96 1.25 96 0.08*
Past perf. (TVPI) 1.90 0.610 223 2.06 63 1.78 53 0.276*** 1.95 65 1.76 52 0.187**
Past perf. (KSPME) 1.277 1.337 223 1.62 63 1.13 53 0.49* 1.51 65 1.11 52 0.40
Beta 1 1.02 0.152 374 1.00 92 1.04 93 (0.04)* 1.03 93 1.02 92 0.01
Beta 2 1.06 0.090 240 1.04 64 1.06 51 (0.02) 1.05 62 1.06 55 (0.01)
Beta Deviation 0.037 0.150 236 0.06 62 0.02 51 0.04* 0.02 60 0.02 54 0.00
HHI 0.42 0.407 383 0.41 96 0.36 96 0.05 0.40 96 0.38 96 0.02
Management fees (%) 1.90 0.270 166 1.82 39 1.91 50 (0.17) 1.88 36 1.88 47 0.00
Carried interest (%) 20.29 2.227 195 20.54 44 20.55 54 (0.01) 20.23 48 20.49 51 (0.26)
GP Fundraising 1 (%) 0.32 0.470 383 0.41 96 0.23 96 0.18*** 0.34 96 0.20 96 0.14**
First fund (%) 0.11 0.318 383 0.13 96 0.11 96 0.02 0.09 96 0.10 96 (0.01)
Mid-experienced fund (%) 0.39 0.490 383 0.33 96 0.43 96 (0.10)* 0.37 96 0.47 96 (0.10)*
Experienced fund (%) 0.50 0.500 383 0.53 96 0.45 96 0.08 0.53 96 0.42 96 0.09*
Sample 1.2
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Table 6: Contract features and dry powder.

This table presents the probit regressions corresponding to Equation 12. The
dependent variable is an indicator equal to 1 if the level of dry powder at the
4th year (vintage year+4) of the fund is above the median of the sample. This
sample is composed of funds that are involved in deals from sample 1.2. *
significant at 10%, ** significant at 5%, and *** significant at 1%.

1 2 3 4
Infrequent fundraiser 0.069 0.147 -0.244 0.152

(0.152) (0.385) (0.463) (0.547)
Fund Size -0.096 -0.103 -0.450* -0.606*

(0.070) (0.175) (0.249) (0.333)
GP Experience -0.016 -0.133 -0.186* -0.273*

(0.035) (0.095) (0.110) (0.150)
GP Fundraising 1 -0.663*** -1.724** -1.471* -1.735*

(0.180) (0.676) (0.761) (0.927)
Management Fees -2.731** -3.334**

(1.282) (1.571)
Carried Interest -0.042 0.013

(0.116) (0.148)
GP Past perf. (TVPI) -1.785***

(0.646)
Beta 1 0.554

(1.478)
Vintage Year Fixed Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes
N 372 72 72 72
Pseudo R-Squared 0.1005 0.2764 0.3388 0.4606
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Table 7: Dry powder and fund sponsor performance.

This table presents the results of OLS regressions corresponding to Equation
13. The dependent variable is the TVPI (Total Value Paid in Capital) at the
closing of the fund for specifications (1) to (2). The dependent variable is the
KSPME (Kaplan Schoar PME) at the closing of the fund in specifications (3)
to (4). We consider the funds from sample 1.2 on which we could retrieve the
fund performance information and GP control variables. Dry powder Year 4
is the amount of dry powder of the fund at vintage year + 4. Standard errors
are reported in parentheses. * significant at 10%, ** significant at 5%, and
*** significant at 1%.

TVPI KSPME
1 2 3 4

Dry powder Y4 -0.442** -0.413***
(0.193) (0.137)

Fund size (million USD) -0.054 -0.059* -0.013 -0.015
(0.033) (0.034) (0.024) (0.024)

GP Experience 0.029* 0.025 0.014 0.009
(0.017) (0.017) (0.012) (0.012)

GP Past Perf. 0.158** 0.133** 0.015 0.031
(0.061) (0.060) (0.037) (0.037)

Vintage year fixed effect Yes Yes Yes Yes
N 223 223 223 223
R-Squared 0.1893 0.2098 0.1626 0.1985
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Table 8: Deal distorsions: Summary statistics.

This table presents cash multiple, entry price, entry multiple, leverage and
deal syndication of deals performed by funds with a high (Q3) or low (Q1)
level of dry powder. Q1 represents the subsample of deals whose level of dry
powder (the quarter before the deal execution) is below the 33th percentile.
Q3 represents the subsample of deals whose level of dry powder (the quarter
before the deal execution) is above the 66th percentile. To determine the
percentile, the cross-section of deals executed at the same vintage year are
considered. The differences between the two subsample are tested through
t-test. Panel A includes all deals from Sample 1.3, 1.2 or 2.2. Panel B only
includes deals that occur at or after the fourth year of the fund. * significant
at 10%, ** significant at 5%, and *** significant at 1%.

Sample 1: All deals
Q1 Dry Powder Q3 Dry Powder Difference Test Sample
Mean N Mean N Q1 – Q3

Return (cash multiple) 2.013 95 2.005 65 0.007 Sample 1.3
Entry price (in Million USD) 756.159 259 621.081 219 135.077 Sample 1.2
Entry multiple 9.329 86 10.492 65 (1.163) Sample 1.2
Leverage (in %) 56.933 150 57.081 107 (0.154) Sample 2.2
Deal syndication 1.467 259 1.474 219 (0.007) Sample 1.2

Sample 2: Deal Investment Year >=Vintage year +4
Q1 Dry Powder Q3 Dry Powder Difference Test Sample
Mean N Mean N Q1 – Q3

Return (cash multiple) 1.838 28 0.529 17 1.308** Sample 1.3
Entry price (in Million USD) 563.084 63 680.061 49 (116.976) Sample 1.2
Entry EBITDA multiple 9.191 34 12.626 26 (3.453) Sample 1.2
Leverage of the deal (%) 58.526 39 58.343 26 0.216 Sample 2.2
Deal syndication 1.282 63 1.177 49 0.106* Sample 1.2
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Table 9: Dry powder and Cash on cash return.

This table displays the results of the OLS regressions corresponding to Equa-
tion 14. The dependent variables is the deal cash multiple. The dry powder
(DP) is measured one quarter before the deal is executed. We consider 105
deals from sample 1.3 that are executed at least four years after the vintage
year. Deal size is measured as the log of the entry price. High Deal Size
(resp. Low Deal size) takes the value of 1 should the deal entry price be
above the median cross-sectional deal entry price. Standard errors are re-
ported in parentheses. * significant at 10%, ** significant at 5%, and ***
significant at 1%.

Deal Investment Year >=Vintage year + 4
1 2 3 4 5 6

DP -2.213** -2.005** -2.183** -2.323** -1.329
(0.865) (0.852) (0.853) (0.877) (0.809)

Fund Size -0.079 -0.067 -0.117 -0.100 -0.196
(0.140) (0.139) (0.155) (0.138) (0.156)

GP Experience 0.168** 0.172** 0.167** 0.144** 0.159**
(0.075) (0.074) (0.075) (0.067) (0.073)

GP Fundraising 2 -0.478 -0.578* -0.413 -0.563*
(0.315) (0.344) (0.308) (0.336)

GP Past Perf. 0.152 0.854 0.134
(0.209) (0.186) (0.205)

Deal Size - 0.624***
(0.134)

DP x High Deal Size -3.046***
(0.918)

DP x Low Deal Size -1.089
(1.026)

Industry Fixed Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Investment Year Fixed Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
N 105 105 105 105 105 105
R-Squared 0.2784 0.3244 0.3436 0.3480 0.3130 0.3864
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Table 10: Dry powder and deal size.

This table displays the results of the OLS regressions corresponding to Equa-
tion 15. The dependent variable is the deal size as measured by the log of
the deal entry price. The dry powder (DP) is measured one quarter before
the deal is executed. We consider 230 deals from sample 1.2 that are exe-
cuted at least four years after the vintage year. Standard errors are reported
in parentheses. * significant at 10%, ** significant at 5%, and *** significant
at 1%.

Deal Investment Year >=Vintage year + 4
1 2 3 4

DP 0.526 0.954** 0.976** 1.706**
(0.527) (0.445) (0.446) (0.758)

Fund size 0.769*** 0.765*** 0.787***
(0.085) (0.087) (0.132)

GP Experience -0.067* -0.070* -0.088
(0.040) (0.040) (0.057)

GP Fundraising 2 0.178 0.018
(0.212) (0.311)

GP Past Perf. -0.104
(0.285)

Industry Fixed Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes
Investment Year Fixed Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes
N 230 230 230 230
R-Squared 0.1058 0.3775 0.3797 0.4651
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Table 11: Dry powder and deal pricing.

This table displays the results of the OLS regressions corresponding to Equa-
tion 16. The dependent variable is Entry EBITDA multiple. The dry powder
(DP) is measured one quarter before the deal is executed. We consider 120
deals from sample 1.2 that are executed at least four years after the vintage
year. Deal size is measured as the log of the entry price. High Deal Size
(resp. Low Deal size) takes the value of 1 should the deal entry price be
above the median cross-sectional deal entry price. Standard errors are re-
ported in parentheses. * significant at 10%, ** significant at 5%, and ***
significant at 1%.

Deals >=Vintage year +4
1 2 3 4 5 6

DP 3.771 4.047 4.418 3.900 3.858
(3.612) (3.525) (3.552) (3.691) (3.725)

Fund size -1.559* -1.506* -1.046 -1.373 -1.207
(0.853) (0.855) (0.871) (0.972) (0.910)

GP experience 0.895** 0.919** 0.989** 0.990** 0.959**
(0.367) (0.369) (0.392) (0.394) (0.394)

GP Fundraising 2 -1.862 -1.709 -1.643 -1.614
(2.050) (2.077) (2.147) (2.089)

GP Past Perf. -0.507 -0.498 -0.494
(0.933) (0.941) (0.935)

Deal Size -0.099
(0.757)

DP x High Deal Size 8.122
(6.174)

DP x Low Deal Size 3.786
(3.699)

Industry Fixed Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Investment Year Fixed Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
N 120 120 120 120 120 120
R-Squared 0.1620 0.2290 0.2358 0.2383 0.2384 0.2444
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Table 12: Dry powder and leverage.

This table displays the results of the OLS regressions corresponding to Equa-
tion 17. The dependent variables is the deal leverage. The dry powder (DP)
is measured one quarter before the deal is executed. We consider 127 deals
from sample 2.2 that are executed at least four years after the vintage year.
Deal size is measured as the log of the entry price. High Deal Size (resp.
Low Deal size) takes the value of 1 should the deal entry price be above
the median cross-sectional deal entry price. Standard errors are reported in
parentheses. * significant at 10%, ** significant at 5%, and *** significant
at 1%.

Deal Investment Year >=Vintage year + 4
1 2 3 4 5 6

DP -16.834** -18.041** -19.872*** -20.396** -22.579***
(7.173) (7.335) (7.480) (7.798) (7.936)

Fund size -1.634 -1.441 -1.565 -3.147 -1.438
(1.471) (0.714) (1.564) (1.957) (1.592)

GP Experience 0.219 0.389 0.344 0.552 0.311
(0.701) (0.714) (0.739) (0.752) (0.745)

GP Fundraising 2 -4.208 -4.458 -5.289 -4.421
(3.529) (3.683) (3.721) (3.669)

GP Past Perf. 0.477 0.575 0.488
(1.892) (1.886) (1.900)

Deal Size 2.124
(1.590)

DP x High Deal Size -24.153**
(10.989)

DP x Low Deal Size -19.319**
(8.135)

Industry Fixed Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Investment Year Fixed Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
N 127 127 127 127 127 127
R-Squared 0.3379 0.3470 0.3565 0.3569 0.3689 0.3585
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Table 13: Dry powder and deal syndication.

This table displays the results of the OLS regressions corresponding to Equa-
tion 18. The dependent variables is the Deal club, i.e. the number of LBO
funds involved in the purchase of the target company. The dry powder (DP)
is measured one quarter before the deal is executed. We consider 230 deals
from sample 1.2 that are executed at least four years after the vintage year.
Deal size is measured as the log of the entry price. Standard errors are re-
ported in parentheses. * significant at 10%, ** significant at 5%, and ***
significant at 1%.

Deal Investment Year >=Vintage year + 4
1 2 3 4 5

DP -0.211 -0.239* -0.248* -0.248* -0.242*
(0.144) (0.143) (0.145) (0.145) (0.145)

Fund size -0.074*** -0.074*** -0.009*** -0.070**
(0.027) (0.027) (0.028) (0.028)

GP Experience 0.008 0.009 0.009 0.009
(0.014) (0.014) (0.015) (0.015)

GP Fundraising 1 -0.033 -0.035 -0.035
(0.076) (0.078) (0.078)

GP Past Perf. 0.004 0.002
(0.035) (0.034)

Deal Size 0.047**
(0.021)

Industry Fixed Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Investment Year Fixed Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
N 230 230 230 230 230
R-Squared 0.1155 0.1286 0.1289 0.1289 0.1364
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Table A.1: Fund sponsor variables - Definitions.

Variable Definition
Beta 1 Beta 1 is computed by assigning to each PE fund the beta of the industry

in which they mainly invest in. Each industry has been assigned to one of
the 48 industry groups and the corresponding beta for publicly traded
companies in the same industry was allocated. PE funds that are classified
as diversified display a beta equals to one.

Beta 2 Beta 2 is estimated by computing the weighted average of the beta’s portfolio
companies in which the fund has invested in and for which we have the
information. Each company has been assigned to one of the 48 industry
groups and the corresponding beta for publicly traded companies in the
same industry was allocated.

Beta deviation Beta deviation is the difference between Beta 2 and Beta 1.
Carried interest Carried interest is in percentage and is the performance-based component

of the profit-sharing agreement between GP and LPs.
Dry powder Y4 (resp. Y5, Y6) Dry powder is 1 minus the ratio of the invested capital to the total

committed capital of the fund and represents the level of dry powder
at the fourth (resp. fifth, sixth) year of the life of the fund (Vintage year of the fund + 4, resp. +5, +6).

Dry powder change (Y4 to Y6) Dry powder change is the difference in dry powder between year 4
(Vintage year of the fund + 4) and year 6 (Vintage year of the fund + 6).

Experienced funds Experienced funds are funds that are at least the fourth fund of a
PE firm.

First fund First fund is a variable for funds that are the first fund of a
PE company.

GP Fundraising phase 1 GP Fundraising 1 is a variable equals to one if vintage year + 4
falls within the period of fundraising of a follow up fund. We compute fundraising period
as the fundraising starting date of the follow up fund + 3years or when not provided, as its
vintage year minus two years (to account for roadshows) up to the
vintage year plus one year to account for LPs entering the fund the first
year of investment.

GP Fundraising phase 2 GP Fundraising 2 is a variable equals to one if the investment year of the deal
falls within the period of fundraising of a follow up fund. We compute fundraising period
as the fundraising starting date of the follow up fund + 3years or when not provided, as its
vintage year minus two years (to account for roadshows) up to the
vintage year plus one year to account for LPs entering the fund the first
year of investment.

GP experience GP experience is the number of fund series for the same private equity firm.
Fund size Fund size represents the total committed capital of the fund (in millions

USD).
HHI HHI (Herfindahl-Hirschman Index) measure the deals concentration of the

fund.
Infrequent fundraiser Infrequent fundraiser is a variable equal to one if a fund is launched

by a PE firm later than 3 years after the launch of the previous fund.
KSPME KSPME (Kaplan Schoar PME) incorporates the performance contribution

of a public market index by compounding each fund cash flow
(capital calls and distributions) based on index performance. The index we
used is the S&P500. Index performance is measured between the date of
the cash flow and the valuation date.

Management fees Management fees is in percentage and is the fixed component of the
profit-sharing agreement that the GP received for their services (deal generation
, selection, structuring, value adding, exiting).

Mid-experienced funds Mid-experienced funds are funds that are the second or the third fund of
a PE firm.

GP Past Performance (TVPI/KSPME) Past perf. (TVPI/KSPME) is the TVPI/KSPME of the previous
fund launched by the PE firm.

TVPI TVPI (Total Value Paid In Capital) is the sum of the cash flows distributed
and the residual value and this sum is divided by the invested capital; we
compute it at the end of the fund life. height
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Table A.2: Deal variables - Definitions.

Variable Definition
Cash on Cash Return (cash multiple) Cash on cash return (or cash multiple) is the ratio of total cash (the sum of equity market

value of the target company valued at the exit price and the pre-deal net
debt) received from the investment to the total cash invested (the sum of
equity market value of the target company valued at the offer price and
the pre-deal net debt).

Deal club Deal club is the number of LBO buyer funds that are involved in
the purchase of a target company.

Dry powder Dry powder is 1 minus the ratio of the invested capital to the total
committed capital of the fund and represents the level of dry powder
one quarter before the deal.

Entry EBITDA Multiple Entry EBITDA Multiple is the ratio between the entry price and the
latest available annual EBITDA for the target firm at the time of the
LBO.

Entry price (in million USD) Entry Price represents the enterprise value of the target company,
that is, the sum of equity market value (valued at the offer price)
and the target’s pre-deal net debt (financial debt minus cash and
marketable securities).

Entry Revenue Multiple Entry Revenue Multiple is the ratio between the entry price and the
latest available annual revenue for the target firm at the time of the
LBO.

Exit multiple Exit multiple is the ratio between the exit price and the latest available
annual revenue for the target firm at the time of the exit.

Exit price(in million USD) Exit price represents the enterprise value of the target company, that
is, the sum of equity market (valued at the exit price) and the target’s
pre-deal net debt (financial debt minus cash and marketable securities).

Investment duration Investment duration is the number of years between the investment
initiation date and the investment exit.

Leverage of the deal (in %) Leverage of the deal is the ratio of the total net debt to the enterprise
value of the target company.

Number of funds Number of funds is the amount of LBO buyer funds that are
involved in the purchase of a target company.

Target EBITDA margin (in percent) Target EBITDA margin is the latest available annual EBITDA over
the annual revenues for the target firm at the time of the LBO.

Target revenue (in million USD) Target revenue is the latest available annual revenue for the target
firm at the time of the LBO.

Target total asset (in million USD) Target total asset is the latest available annual total assets for the target
firm at the time of the LBO.
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Table A.3: Contract features and dry powder.

This table displays the results of the probit regressions corresponding to
Equation 12 in which the dependent variable is an indicator equal to 1 if
the level of dry powder at the 4th year (vintage year+4) of the fund is above
the median of the sample. The sample is composed of all PE (closed) funds
retrieved from Preqin database. * significant at 10%, ** significant at 5%,
and *** significant at 1%.

1 2 3 4
Infrequent fundraiser -0.221*** 0.135 0.145 0.123

(0.074) (0.241) (0.251) (0.254)
Fund Size -0.132*** -0.107 -0.207 -0.202

(0.070) (0.108) (0.128) (0.129)
GP Experience 0.026* -0.100* -0.120 -0.135**

(0.014) (0.058) (0.062) (0.064)
GP Fundraising 1 -0.443*** -0.428 -0.296 -0.194

(0.088) (0.353) (0.367) (0.375)
Management Fees -1.006** -1.085****

(0.511) (0.532)
Carried Interest -0.012 -0.003

(0.047) (0.049)
GP Past Perf. -0.251

(0.189)
Beta 1 0.881

(0.660)
Vintage Year Fixed Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes
N 1374 142 142 142
Pseudo R-Squared 0.0697 0.1452 0.1860 0.2021
Sample: All closed PE funds (Preqin).
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Table A.4: Contract features and dry powder.

This table displays the results of an OLS regressions corresponding to Equa-
tion 12 in which the dependent variable is the level of dry powder at the 4th
year (vintage year+4) of the fund. This sample is composed of funds that are
involved in deals from sample 1.2. * significant at 10%, ** significant at 5%,
and *** significant at 1%.

1 2 3 4
Infrequent fundraiser 0.006 0.033 0.021 0.033

(0.021) (0.047) (0.050) (0.046)
Fund Size -0.010 -0.014 -0.030 -0.042*

(0.009) (0.021) (0.024) (0.224)
GP Experience -0.003 -0.027** -0.027** -0.024**

(0.004) (0.011) (0.011) (0.010)
GP Fundraising 1 -0.091*** -0.211*** -0.203** -0.187**

(0.024) (0.071) (0.078) (0.072)
Management Fees -0.144 -0.164*

(0.098) (0.090)
Carried Interest 0.001 0.006

(0.011) (0.011)
GP Past Perf. -0.135***

(0.037)
Beta 1 0.118

(0.124)
Vintage Year Fixed Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes
N 372 72 72 72
Pseudo R-Squared 0.1458 0.3957 0.4176 0.5310
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Table A.5: Dry powder and fund sponsor performance.

This table displays the results of the OLS regressions corresponding to Equa-
tion 13. The dependent variable is the TVPI (Total Value Paid in Capital) at
the closing of the fund for specifications (1) to (2). The dependent variable is
the KSPME (Kaplan Schoar PME) at the closing of the fund in specifications
(3) to (4). DP is the level of dry powder at vintage year + 4. The sample is
composed of all closed PE funds retrieved from Preqin database. Standard
errors are reported in parentheses. * significant at 10%, ** significant at 5%,
and *** significant at 1%.

TVPI KSPME
1 2 3 4

Dry powder Y4 -0.253** -0.159**
(0.106) (0.069)

Fund size -0.014 -0.020 -0.003 -0.001
(0.016) (0.016) (0.010) (0.010)

GP Experience 0.016** 0.017** 0.008* 0.008*
(0.007) (0.007) (0.004) (0.005)

GP Past Perf. 0.384*** 0.375*** 0.381*** 0.373
(0.028) (0.028) (0.025) (0.026)

Vintage year fixed effect Yes Yes Yes Yes
N 893 893 893 893
R-Squared 0.2129 0.2179 0.2204 0.2243
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Table A.6: Dry powder and Cash on cash return.

This table displays the results of the OLS regressions corresponding to Equa-
tion 14. The dependent variables is the deal cash multiple. The dry powder
(DP) is measured one quarter before the deal is executed. We consider all
deals from Preqin Deal database that could be matched with the PE fund
sponsor database and that are executed at least four years after the vintage
year. Deal size is measured as the log of the entry price. High Deal Size
(resp. Low Deal size) takes the value of 1 should the deal entry price be
above the median cross-sectional deal entry price. Standard errors are re-
ported in parentheses. * significant at 10%, ** significant at 5%, and ***
significant at 1%.

Deals >=Vintage year +4
1 2 3 4 5 6

DP -5.477** -5.872*** -5.937*** -5.997*** -4.599***
(2.107) (2.071) (1.659) (1.716) (1.608)

Fund size -1.002** -0.736** -0.749** -0.027 -0.589*
(0.394) (0.324) (0.388) (0.358) (0.336)

GP experience -0.034 -0.058 -0.059 -0.098 -0.071
(0.179) (0.143) (0.144) (0.133) (0.140)

GP Fundraising 2 -2.295*** -2.314*** -2.099*** -2.559***
(0.724) (0.738) (0.680) (0.727)

GP Past Perf. 0.052 -0.176 0.109
(0.357) (0.333) (0.349)

Deal Size - 0.953***
(0.218)

DP x High Deal Size -7.662***
(1.803)

DP x Low Deal Size -3.253
(2.008)

Industry Fixed Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Investment Year Fixed Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
N 166 166 123 123 123 123
R-Squared 0.1271 0.1787 0.3335 0.3336 0.4435 0.3734
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Figure 1: Dry powder and performance fees. 
 

 
 
Figure 1 displays the relationship between performance fee (in %) and dry powder when there is a change in the basis of the computation of management fees. 
Where R = expected return = 20%, e = LP hurdle rate =8%, x = exit rate = 25%, D = duration of deal = 3, T2 = exit time = 7, b = incremental return due to the 
option to delay investments = 5%. 
 

 
 
 
 
 



 
Figure 2: Dry powder and expected returns. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 2 displays the relationship between expected return and dry powder when there is a change in the basis of the computation of management fees. Where 
a0 = mngt fee = 2%, e = LP hurdle rate = 8%, x= exit rate = 25%, D = duration of deal = 3, T2 = exit time = 7, b = incremental return due to the option to delay 
investments = 5%. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Figure 3: Leverage and dry powder 

                                                                Panel A                                                                                Panel B 

                                     
Panel C 

 
Figure 3 displays the relationship between leverage ratio and the dry powder when there is a change in the basis of the computation of management fees. Where 
a0 = 2%, a1 = 20%, R =  20%, e = 8%, x = 25%, D = 3, T2= 5, b = 5%, r0 = 4%. Panel A tests the impact of a variation in management fees on the dry powder-
leverage relation, Panel B tests the implication of dry powder on leverage when considering different levels of carry interests, Panel C tests the impact of expected 
return on the relation between the dry powder and the leverage. 


